Middle way.
In Yoaacara
Buddhism, *which, represents the most complete result of philosophical development of Mahayana Buddhism in India, also the Middle way has an important role in its system. It is named as "the Middle way Buddhist historians. I wish to discuss here, the meaning of the Middle way in Mahayana-yogacara Buddhism.
In Yogacara Buddhism, it is "the three natures of the beings" or tri-svabhavata and "the three nature of non-nature of the beings" or tri-nihsvabhavata that support the Middle-way-thought. In order to understand completely these thoughts, we have to trace the path of its historical development.
At first let us take up the tri-svabhava and nihsvabhava theory in the work. In the fourth chapter of this sutra, named "All aspects of beings"
On the Middle way Yogacara Buddhism (Doan Van An)
According to the explanation in this sutra, the first aspect, parikalpitalaksana, is the imaginary and delusive aspect which clings to hold the realistic self in the dependent-originating-beings; the second aspect, paratantralaksana, is that all beings (sarvadharma) in this triple world have originated depending upon each other, and the last one, parinispannalaksana is the complete and perfect aspect of beings that appear as soon as all obstacles of man are taken away.
preach to you, Paramarthotpatti, that all beings (sarvadharma) do not have their ow n realistic natures by depending upon tri-nihsvabhavata......" the nature of non-nature of aspect" or laksananihsvabhavata, "the nature of non-nature of origination" or utpattinihsvabhavata, and "the nature of non-(2) existence in the heighest sense" or paramarthanihsvabhavata".
The first one, laksananihsvabhavata is told as concerning the parikalpitalaksana. As parikalpitalaksana is manifested only through the imaginary of false sense, the things have no such aspect in reality. The utpattinihsvabhava is told as concerning paratantralaksana, and the last is said as concerning parinispannalaksana.
Thus the thought of the three natures and non-natures of beings in the by false-thought-construction of abhuta-parikalpa. We find the tri-svabhavathought connecting with the alayavijnana-thought in this work. That is, according to this, parikalpitasvabhava is the vi jnana, whose seed is alayavijnana and which is caused by a false-thought-construction.
The paratantra, which was treated from the view of pratityasamutpadatheory in the Samdhinirmocanasutra and the Yogacarabhumi, is treated here only through its connection with the alayavijnana-thought. It is as said in this sastra: "What is the paratantrasvabhava?...... It is one which appears resembling the objects that do not exist really but vijaiana". (5) The last nature is one which manifests depending upon paratantra, and when parikalpita is taken away by paratantra, it appears. Therefore these three natures are neither different nor non-different from each other. 
